
DREAMLAND CHILDREN’S CORNER
Home Assignment

Class - 1
Subject – English Language

Chapter 2,3: Naming words, Common names and special names

1. Underline the naming words:-
a. My name is Tom.
b. I have a cat in my house.
c. Dog is a pet animal.
d. Kolkata is a big city.
e. The bird is black.

2. Fill in the blanks using nouns from above:-
piano, cat, pizza, friend, flowers

a. I like to eat _________.
b. I play the _________.
c. My pet is a __________.
d. This is my __________.
e. The ___________ smell so good.

3. Circle the nouns :-
a. The car is red.
b. The book is on the table.
c. Seema is dancing.
d. India is my country.
e. The monkey is on the tree.

4. Match the common nouns with appropriate proper nouns:-
a. Month Sunday
b. Country Rohan
c. Day Christmas
d. Holiday India
e. Boy January



DREAMLAND CHILDREN’S CORNER
Home Assignment

Class – I
Subject- Mathematics

Chapter 1- Numbers up to 10
QI.Put the correct sign >,<, =

Example: a) 2 < 4 b) 8 > 6 c) 2 = 2
a) 10 > 9

b) 2 ____ 5

c) 3 ____ 3

d) 7 ____ 6

e) 4 ____ 5

f) 10 ____ 10

QII. Write the number that comes before , after or in between
Example: a) 2 3 b) 4 5 6 c) 8 9
a) 6 7

b) 9 ____ 11

c) 1 ____

d) ____ 4

e) 5 ____

f)4 ____ 6

QIII Write in words:
a) 10 = Ten d) 7 = _______ g) 4 = ______ j) 1 = _____

b) 9 = _______ e) 6 = ________ h) 3 = ______

c) 8 = ________ f) 5 = ________ i) 2 = ______

QIV. Write the Numerals:
a) One = 1 f) Six = _____

b) Two = _____ g) Seven = _____

c) Three = _____ h) Eight = _____

d) Four = _____ i) Nine = ____

e) five = _____ j) Ten = ____



DREAMLAND CHILDREN’S CORNER
Home Assignment

Class-1
Subject-Environmental studies

Chapter 2: My Body
QI .Who am I? choose the correct option
1. I help you to hear the music Ears (Ears/Eyes)

2. I help you to see the sky _______ (Eyes/Nose)

3. I help you to feel hot ________ (Eyes/Skin)

4. I help you to smell the rose _______(Nose/Ears)

5. I help you to taste the sweets _______(Tongue/Skin)

QII. Write in boxes how many of each of these body parts we have (1 or 2)

Eyes Nose Hands

Ears Tongue legs

QIII. Write True or False:
1. All parts of my body are useful True

2. I use my hands for running _______

3. I use my feet for cycling _______

4. I use my feet for eating ______

QIV. Fill in the missing letter:
1. This is my a r m

2. These are my l _ gs

3. These are my e _ es

4. This is my m _ uth

Activity:
Write the first letter of each word and Name the body part:

1. Nest Owl Sun Egg = NOSE

2. Lion Egg Girl Sun = ______

3. Sun Kite Ice Nest = _______

4. Eagle Apple Rose Sun = _______
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